Genetic correlation and response to selection in simulated populations : II. Model of complete dominance.
Effects of truncation selection of a primary trait upon genetic correlation between the primary trait and an unselected secondary trait were observed during 30 generations. Populations were 24 male and 24 female parents per generation randomly mated with replacement, the number of offspring set by intensity of selection. Each trait was controlled by genes with equal effects and complete dominance segregating independently from starting frequencies of 0.5 at each of 48 loci. Three levels each of genetic correlation, selection, and environmental variation were simulated.Genetic correlation decreased faster under more intense selection by lower than by upper truncation but behaved similarly in both by remaining near initial level when as many as one-half of the offspring were saved for parents. Truncation selection decreased genetic correlation in the offspring selected to be parents whether selection was by upper or lower truncation. Estimates of genetic correlation from covariances between phenotypes of parent and offspring were erratic for both directions of selection.